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Abstract 

A porous material is idealized in such a way that it possesses an identical yield 
surface for any volume element throughout the material during a deformation pro
cessing. This makes it possible to derive an upper bound theorem on the basis of the 
plasticity theory for porous metals already proposed by the authors. The theorem is 
utilized to estimate extrusion pressures and the final density ratios for given initial den
sities. The estimated values agree well with experimental data. 

An alternative way of deriving an upper bound to the load is also presented on a 
modified yield criterion for porous metals. 

1. Introduction 

117 

In the previous investigation1>, a plasticity theory for porous metals (already 
proposed by the authors2>) has been modified and applied to a few examples of 
practical forming processes, such as upsetting and closed-die compression of a 
sintered metal. It has thereby been confirmed that theoretically derived relation

ships between density and strain, or between working load and density, agree fairly 

well with the experimental data. 
It is a well-known fact that, in general, it is impossible to find out exact solutions 

for the load to cause plastic deformation in metal forming processes. Therefore, 
in order to estimate required loads or other relevant values which are necessary for 
practical processes, attempts have been made to develop various methods to give 
approximate solutions. Among them, a method for obtaining an upper bound to 
the load is particularly valuable and widely used. 

In case of porous metals, problems involved would be even more complicated due 
to a significant change in volume during deformation. Thus, it is of great importance 
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to establish a practical method to obtain approximate solutions. 
This paper deals with a proof of an upper bound theorem for deformation of an 

idealized porous material on the basis of the plasticity theory for porous metaJsll, 2>. 

By the use of the theorem, an approximate solution is presented for the load required 

in plane•strain extrusion, and then compared with the experimental results for 
sintered copper. 

Further, an alternative way of proving the upper bound theorem is presented, 

employing the modified yield criterion for porous metals8>. 

2. Upper bound theorem 

Since derivation of the upper bound theorem for the conventional plasticity 

theory is widely known, it will not be explained here. 

For convenie~ce, the basic equations for the theory1> • 2> are shown below. 

2.1 Basic equations 

(i) Yield criterion (or Equation of equivalent stress)*: 

(ii) Stress•strain relations*: 

dey-dez dez-dex drxy dryz drzx fde, 
l5y-l5z - /Jz-/Jx - 'rxy =-----;;:-=~= (2/3)(15m/f) 

(2) 

(iii) Equivalent strain increment*: 

de,q=pH ✓; {(dex-dey)2 +(dey-dez)2 +(dez-dex)2
} +(fde.)2+; (drxi +dryz2 +dr,x2

) 

(3) 

where p is the density ratio (apparent density of the porous body divided by the 

pore.free matrix), f is a function of only p and n is a positive constant. As in the 

previous paper2>, n is chosen to be 2.5 and f is of a form 

(4) 

Plastic work done per unit volume of the porous body is expressed by 

* Although the equations have been given in terms of principal stresses and strains in the previous 
papersD,2J, it is postulated here that the theory is also valid for a general state of stresses. 
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./i. Oj • /2CJ2 

Fig. 1. Yield surfaces with different density ratios 

dW = <Y,1 de11 = P<leq deeq 
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(5) 

Fig. I shows the yield surfaces in the principal stress space expressed by Eq. (1) with 
various density ratios when the matrix metal is non-workhardening. In the figure, 

note that even for the matrix as such, the higher the relative density the larger the 

yield surface becomes and approaches a cylinder when p tends to unity. 

2.2 Principle of maximum plastic work 

Principle of maximum plastic work for pore-free materials provides 

for a concave-to-the-origin yield locus, where IJ';; are deviatoric components of stress 
and elj the plastic strain rates related to <Y;1 through the associated flow rule. O';; 
are any other deviatoric stress components satisfying the yield criterion. dV refers 
to a volume element. 

A proof of this equation for porous materials is straightforward, replacing <Y;1 

and <Y;; by the stress components <Y ,1 and cr;1 respectively, provided that the yield 

surface is concave to the origin (Fig. 1 ). Thus 

(6) 

Alternatively, using Eq. (5) 

(7) 

Now a porous metal appears to behave like a work-hardening or work-softening 

material depending on the state of stresses, even if the matrix is perfectly plastic. 
The former is due to a volume decrease while the latter to a volume increase. Hence, 
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the yield surface changes during deformation (see Fig. I). Another complexity is 
that the density ratio is not uniform throughout the porous body. Therefore, p 

in Eq. (7) is unknown and the integration is impossible. 
In order to overcome this problem, the porous body concerned is replaced by 

an idealized material, such that it possesses an identical yield surface for any volume 
element throughout the body during a deformation process. The yield surface for 
this material may in fact be determined by the average density ratio Pm, and the yield 
stress of the rigid-perfectly plastic matrix <To, as given by 

<To= p~ V ~ {(<Tx-<Ty)2+(<Ty-<Tz)2 +(<Tz-<Tx)2}+( ~ )2+3(,!y+i-:.+i-:.,,) (1)' 

Then we get 

f y<T11S1JdV = Pm<To f y e,qdV> f v<T:AiV 

Note that e,q also includes Pm, 

2.3 Upper bound theorem 

(7)' 

In the following, a proof is given of an upper bound theorem for porous materials 
idealized as above. 

On a body of volume V and total surface area S, let stresses, strains and other 
relevant quantities be denoted as follows (Fig. 2): 

v, : prescribed velocity over the portion of surface s. 
F, : surface stresses or surface tractions prescribed over the surface area SF 

i,1 : actual strain rate 

<TIJ : actual equilibrium stress field 
v; : any kinematically admissible velocity field, but such that v;=v, on s. 
e;1 : strain rates derived from v; 

v, = vt prescribed 

Fig. 2. Definition of terms for use in proof of the theorem 
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cr;1 any stress field which does not violate the yield criterion and derivable 

by way of the concept of the plastic potential from e;1 

In fig. 2, I' is a plane of discontinuity which divides the body of volume V into two 

regions 1 and 2, the volume and area of which are Vi, Vi and S1, S2 respectively. 

The principle of virtual work provides the equations, 

for region 1, and 

for region 2, where 

F?> a surface stress on I' exerting from region 2 to 1 

F?> a surface stress on I' exerting from region 1 to 2 

v?>* assumed velocity over I' in region 1 

v?>* assumed velocity over I' in region 2 

Equilibrium of stress yields F~1>=-F~2>. Then, adding the above two equations, 

where V= Vi+ Vi and S=S1+S2. 

From Eq. (6) 

J v( cr;1-cr ,1) e;1dV ~ 0 

Applying this to Eq. (8) we get 

J sF,v;ds < f vcr;i;1dV + f rF?>(vi2>·-v~1>*)dI' 

Now, since v;=v, on s. 

and consequently 

(8) 

(9) 

J s.F,v,dS. < J vcr;i;1dV + J rF~1>(vf2>• -v}1>*)dI'-J s Fiv;dsF (10) 

In order to determine the 2nd term of the right-hand side of Eq. (10), consider the 

velocity discontinuity in more detail. For simplicity, only a plane-strain case will 

be dealt with hereafter. In Fig. 3, I' is the central line of the shaded area where the 

velocity changes abruptly. Let t-n coordinate be so chosen that t- and n- axes are 

respectively tangential and normal to I' at point 0. Velocity components are denoted 

by v;1 , v:1 , v;2 and v~2 as shown in the figure. In contrast to the case of the rigid

perfectly plastic solid, the present body would undergo discontinuity in velocity, 
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r 

Fig. 3. Definition of terms at a line of velocity discontinuity 

not only tangential but also normal to the line of discontinuity as well. In other 

words, there may be a density difference in the body before and after crossing the 

line. 
Crossing I', the material is distorted owing to the velocity discontinuity and thus 

subjected to strains e:, e; and t:n per unit time as given by 

(11) 
and 

where b is the width of the zone. e: and e; are the strain rates the directions of 
which are respectively normal and tangential to I' and t;n the shear strain rate, the 
other components being zero in plane-strain condition. 

Now, the line of velocity discontinuity I' may be defined as the narrow shaded 

area whose width b tends to zero (Fig. 3). 

The energy dissipated per unit area per unit time along a line element ar is 
thus described by 

aw• = lim b<J;/;ir < lim b<J;;e;ir 
b➔O b➔O 

(See Eq. (9)) 

Applying Eq. (7)' to the right-hand side of the above equation, we get 

aw•< lim (bpm<Joe;q) ar 
b➔O 

(12) 
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Employing Eq. (3), e:q can be expressed in terms of e;, e: and t:n as 

Substituting Eq. (11) into this equation and combining Eq. (12) we get 

and consequently, 

where f also refers to Pm• Substitution of Eq. (13) into (10) yields 

L. F,v,dS. <fv(j';i;iv + fr O'oP::.v (: +12).i::1v:2 + ~ dv:2 dr-LFFiv;asF (14) 

The right-hand side ofEq. (14) gives an upper bound for the work rate of the unknown 

surface tractions acting on s.. A similar equation is obtained when there is more 

than one line of velocity discontinuity. 

If energy is consumed only along the line of discontinuity and further F,=0, 

Eq. (14) reduces to 

L. F,v,dS. ~ Jr O"oP::. y (: + 12).i:1v:2 +-}dv;2 dI' (14)' 

When Pm= 1 then .i:1v: =0 and Eq. (14)' reduces to the well-known expression for 
pore-free solids. 

2.3 Plane - strain extrusion 

An upper bound to a load required to cause plastic flow may be obtained by 

minimizing the right-hand side of Eq. (14) under some boundary conditions. How

ever, since the theorem was proved for deformation of the idealized material, the 

solution obtained should be called an approximate, instead of an upper bound, 

solution. 

In this section, an approximate extrusion pressure and final density ratio will 

be obtained for a plane - strain case by minimizing the right-hand side of the above 

theorem. 

Half of the extrusion container and the die are shown in Fig. 4(a). Consider 

the discontinuous velocity pattern shown and the velocity discontinuities occurring 

along BC and AC. The material to the right of BC moves to the left at unit speed 
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A 

h 

! --------
C 

Fig. 4(a). Admissible velocity field Fig. 4(b). Hodograph 

as a rigid block, and successively moves toward the direction of the arrow as indi

cated. Unless the die face is perfectly smooth, shearing takes place also along 

the line AB. 

Assuming that densification occurs only along BC, then the hodograph which 

corresponds to the velocity field in Fig. 4(a) is given as shown in Fig. 4(b). In this 

figure, point Risso chosen that OR=(H/h),(P;/Pf), where p, .and Pf are the density 
ratios before and after extrusion respectively. Since, in Fig. 4(a) and (b), BC, AC. 

and BA are respectively parallel to PS, RQ, and OQ, then if p, and Pf are given, 

point R and hence Q and Sare determined. PS, RQ and OQ are the tangential 
velocity discontinuities occurring along BC, AC and BA respectively, whilst SQ is 

the normal velocity discontinuity due to the densification along BC. Let PS=uBCt, 

SQ=uBcn, RQ=UAc and OQ=uAB, From Fig. 4(b) these velocity discontinuities 

are expressed in terms of ¢, </> and a as 

( I
) sin<{, +( l)sin¢>cos(¢+<t,) sinacos(¢+¢) 

Uac, = r- r- -r 
sin(<t,+¢) sin (<t,+¢) sin (<t,+a) 

sin a sin (<t,+¢) 
UBcn = r . ( + ) (r-1) sin¢ sm <{, a 

sin a 
UAc = r . ( + ) , sm <f, a 

sin <f, 
UAB=r-.---

Stn (<t,+a) 

where r=(H/h),(Pi/Pf). Lengths of the lines of discontinuities are 

BC= H/sin ¢, AC=h/sin <f,, BA=(H-h)/sin a 

(15) 

(16) 

In the velocity pattern as shown in Fig. 4(a), energy is consumed only along the lines 
of discontinuity during extrusion so that the total energy dissipated per unit volume, 

W is given by 
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Table 1. dvn• and dvi• at each line of velocity discontinuity 

BC AC BA 

UBCn 0 0 

UBCt UAC UAB 

{17) 

where WBa, WAa and WBA are energy dissipated along BC, AC and BA respectively. 

Now there is a relationship between </J and ¢ as 

1 
tan ¢ = -(1---h-,-/,-H)=--/-:-ta_n_a __ ......,(h-,----/,-H)--=-/-:-ta-n-</J (18) 

To obtain an approximate extrusion force, Eq. (14)' should be used since no 

back pressure is applied. Using Fig. 4, Llvn and Llv1 are given for each line of 

discontinuity as summarized in Table 1. Employing Eq. (18) and Table 1, W BO• 

W Ao and W BA are given by 

and 

-r { cos (<fi+a) 
sin (<fi+a) 

sin (<fi+a) } 
R sina 0 sin<fi 

co~ <fi }]2 
R sm </J 

• (Jo sin a w• = pn-Hr-------
Aa 1../3 Rsin(<fi+a)-sin<fi 

• (Jo (1-1/R) sin </J w• = pn-mHr---,---------,-----
BA 1../3 sin(<fi+a)-sina 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

where R=H/h, and (Jom/✓3 (0 < m < 1) is an assumed frictional stress with which 

the material slides along the die surface. 

Using Eq. (14)' and (17), extrusion pressure p holds an inequality 
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{
cos(cf,+a) cos cf, }] 2 + n{ rsina + (1-1/R)sincf, }) 

-r sin(cf,+a)- Rsincf, Pi Rsin(cf,+a),sincf, mrsin(cf,+a),sina 

(22) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (22) is a function of cf, and PJ, being noted as F(cf,, 

p1), with given parameters H, p,, a and m. In the case of a rigid-perfectly plastic 

solid, the minimum value of F(cf,, p1), where p1 is obviously unity, corresponds to 

the optimum extrusion pressure for the assumed velocity pattern (Fig. 4(a)). For 

the present case, however, this does not apply. It should be noted that in the former 
case, the flow stress of the deforming body is a constant, O' o, whereas in the latter 

case, it is in fact dependent upon the density ratio, or more precisely, Pm, Therefore, 
if Eq. (22) is rewritten by 

where a a is the flow stress of the porous material, not of the matrix, the minimum 

value of G(cf,, p1) would be the optimum solution. ii'a may be determined as follows. 

Substituting O'y=O'z=rxy=ryz=rzx=0, O'x=0'1 into Eq. (I)', we get 

or 

[61[ = (p';,~/✓ l+l/9j2)0'o2=0'a (23) 

where Pm=(P,+Pi)/2 and/ 1/2..j(l-Pm), Consequently from Eq. (22)' 

(22)" 

If O'o, ii'a and other parameters are given, p/aa and hence the extrusion pressure p 

can be estimated with a set of cf, and p1 which minimizes G(cf,, p1). The value p1 is 

an approximate density ratio after extrusion. 

3. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental results 

3.1 Experimental procedures 

3.1.1 Powder and preparation of specimens 

Electrolytic copper powder was used, details of which are given in Table 2. 

The powder was compacted in a closed-die to produce parallelepipeds with various 
densities. They were then sintered at 900 °C for 2 hours in a vacuum. 
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mesh 

% 

Table 2. Characteristics of copper powder 

Apparent density g/cm3 2.0 ~ 2.3 (untapped) 

Purity of copper % min. 99.6 

Oxygen Ooss in % max. 0.2 weight in H2) 

Particle size distribution 

+80 100 145 200 250 

m3x. 15~15 I 30~45125~35 I 5~15 I 
max. 

10 

3.1.2 Plane - strain extrusion 

350 -

max. 
10 
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The sintered copper was extruded through a die as shown in Fig. 4(a). The 

extrusion ratio R(=H/h) here was 1.78. Molybdenum-disulphide was used as a 

lubricant. The extrusion pressure was measured and so was the density of the 
specimens before and after extrusion. 

The density ratio of the specimen after siritering is given in Table 3. Note that 

prior to the actual onset of extrusion, porous metals are compressed in the container. 
This matter will be dealt with in a later section. 

Sc 

Table 3. Initial density ratio and effective strain 
in matrix before extrusion 

0.79 0.855 0.90 0.94 

0.915 0.914 0.929 0.951 

0.19 0.092 0.048 0.018 

3.2 Estimation of ao and ii a 

In order to compare the theoretical extrusion pressure with the experimental, 
<Yo and therefore, the amount of deformation to which the matrix material is subjected 
during extrusion must be estimated. As noted above, densification occurs in the 

container prior to extrusion. Therefore, for estimating the average flow stress of 
the matrix, the strain in this unsteady state should also be taken into account, which 
will be determined first. Since this increase in the density cannot be predicted, it 
was obtained here by measuring the density ratio of the billet (P,), not of the ex
trudate, after the extrusion test. The compression in the container may be the same 
as that in a closed-die; and the strain applied to the billet can be estimated (utilizing 
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·5 0.2 ... 
U) 

Cl) 

> 
:;::: 
u 
Cl) -w 

0.1 

0
o.6 0.8 

Density Ratio 
1.0 

Fig. 5. Relationship between effective strain in matrix metal and 
density ratio in closed-die compression 

Fig. 52>) for the four initial densities, as given in Table 3. In the Table, p/ and p, 
denote the density ratios of the billets before and after extrusion respectively, and 
ec the strain due to the densification. 

Secondly, the strain in the steady state extrusion will be estimated. Assumption 
of ideal deformation during extrusion provides a relationship between the final 
density ratio and the reduction ratio for a given initial density. This is because the 
extrusion under this assumption is equivalent to a homogeneous plane - strain 
compression with a same reduction ratio, as far as the strain to which the matrix is 
subjected is concerned. Thus, substituting a,=rx,,=r,,,=r,x=O, dex=de1, de,=des 

and de,,=drx,,=dr,,,=dr,x=O into Eq. (1)', (2) and (3) and rearranging, the com
pressive strain increment de1 is expressed in terms of p and dp as 

(24) 

Integration of the equation yields 

(24)' 
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where p; is an initial density ratio. On the other hand, the strain in plane - strain 
compression is expressed by 

(25) 

where 1-h/H=l-R is the reduction ratio. Equating Eq. (24)' to (25), a relation
ship is obtained between the initial and final density ratios with a given R. A few 
of the examples of the relationship are shown in Fig. 6(a). Similarly, dss is expressed 
by 

( 
2 ) dp des= 1 -- (2/3/2)-

9/2 p 

Substituting Eq. (24), dey=de2=0 and this equation into Eq. (3), we get 

d __ 1 _ ✓(13-4p)(25- l6p) Id I 
e,q - 12✓3 p(l-p) P (26) 

Since Eq. (26) is very intricate, the following equation will be utilized instead: 

( 
0.428) 

de,q = 1.132 + l-p ldP[ (26)' 

which gives a good approximation to Eq. (26). Integration of Eq. (26)' yields 

e,q = 1.132(p-p;)-0.428 ln {(l-p)/(l-p1)} (27) 

Eq. (27) gives the equivalent strain applied to the matrix when a porous material 

~ 0.85'-------'-----'-------'---'----' 
0.75 Q80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 

Initial Density Ratio 

Fig. 6(a). Relationship between initial and 
final density ratios in plane 
strain compression 

-~ ... 
l.61---------::---:---

R= 4 

i 1.4 

.5 1.2 
C: ·e 
~ 1.0 
Q) 

~ 0.8 
~ 

R=? ____ _ 
.. ----------

w 0.6 

0.4 
0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 

I nltial Density Ratio 

Fig. 6(b). Relationship between effective 
strain and initial density ratio 
in plane strain compression 
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Table 4. u0 and oa for each initial density rati.o pi 

pi 

Uo 

kg/mm2 

oa 
kg/mm2 

50 

"' 40 
E 
E ' . 

~ 30 

~ 20 
in 

10 

0.915 

37.3 

31.3 

0.914 0.929 0.951 

35.0 33.35 33.13 

29.2 29.4 30.5 

o~-~-~-~-~-~-~___, 
0.2 0.4 0.6 

Strain 

Fig. 7. Stress-strain curve for copper 

with an initial density ratio p, is compressed in a plane - strain condition to a final 
density ratio. Employing this equation coupled with Fig. 6(a), e,q can be plotted 

against P1 with various R (Fig. 6(b)). Using this figure and extrapolating the stress

strain curve for the matrix2> (Fig. 7), the average flow stress 60 of the matrix during 

extrusion is given by 

(28) 

where ef is the final strain applied to the matrix. Table 4 gives the values of 60 and 
a a for each initial density ratio. 

3.3 Comparison 

The estimated values of p/aa [Eq. (22)'] and the corresponding p/60 [Eq. (22)] 

are obtained for the given shear factors m and plotted against the initial density ratio 

as in Fig. 8(a). In the figure, the actual extrusion pressure divided by 60 and aa 
is also plotted (4). p/60 increases with an increasing initial density ratio, whereas 

p/aa is a constant regardless of the initial density. In Fig. 8(b), the final density is 

plotted against the initial density ratio for R= 1. 78. From the figures, it can be said 

that, given an appropriate shear factor (here m=0.3), the theoretically estimated 
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2.0 • j P Experimental 

:= era Theoretical 

~ 
' a. 1.0 

----------- -------m=0.55 
____ ---

0 0 
m= 0.3 

l.g 
' a. 

-----------~o-0-
o l P Experimental 

=-::: er o Theoretical 

o~-----~-----~-----~ 
0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 

Initial Density Ratio 

Fig. 8(a). Variation of p/ifa and p/a0 with initial density ratio 
of billets in plane-strain extrusion 

0 

~ 
>, 

~ 
ai 0.95 
0 

• Experimental 
=== Theoretical 

0.90 0.95 
lnitlal Density Ratio 

1.00 

Fig. 8(b). Variation of final density ratio with initial density 
in plane-strain extrusion 
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extrusion pressure and the final density ratio agree well with the experimental results 

for sintered copper. 
The curve in Fig. 9 is a calculated curve of non-dimensional extrusion pressure 

p/aa versus the extrusion ratio R for an initial density ratio of 0.85 and m=0.3. 

The plots in the figure are the average values after Tabata, et al4>. There is good 

agreement between the experimental and the calculated results. 

4. Alternative way of proving the upper bound theorem 

In the preceding section, an upper bound theorem was proved on the basis of 
the plasticity theory for porous materials originally proposed by Oyane, et al1> • 2>. 

In this section, a modified yield criterion will be utilized to prove an upper bound 
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3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

2 

• 

• Experimental 

-- Theoretical 

3 4 5 
Extrusion Ratio 

6 

Fig. 9. Variation of p/ua with extrusion ratio in plane 
strain extrusion (m=0.3) 

theorem in a different way. 

4.1 Modified yield criterion and associated flow rule 

In the original theory, the yield criterion is expressed by Eq. (1), which is an 

ellipsoid in the principal stress space. Since this yield criterion is rather difficult 

when applying it to the actual metal forming processes, it is modified in the following 

way: 

for !Jm < 0 (29) 

(30) 

where <J max and <J mtn are respectively maximum and minimum principal stresses and 

o a function of only p. The yield surface expressed by Eqs. (29) and (30) consists 

of two hexagonal pyramids as shown in Fig. 10. If the height of each pyramid is 

equalized with, for example, half the length of the major axis of the previous ellipsoid, 

then (} is expressed in terms of p as 

tan(} =1/2/ (31) 

For simplicity, we shall adhere to the plane - strain state in <J1><Js><J2. If <Js is of 

the same sign as (<J1+<J2), then <Jm can be expressed in terms of (<J1+<J2). Letting 

<J=(<J1+<J2)/2 the yield criterion is rewritten as follows: 

<J1-<J2-2 <J sin(}= p"<Jo cos(} 

<J1-0"2+2 O" sin(}= p"<Jo cos(} 

for <J < 0 

for O" > 0 

(29)' 

(30)' 
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Oj 

I 
Fig. 10. Modified yield criterion shown in principal stress space 

d" 

Fig. 11. Modified yield criterion shown in u - T' plane 

<l being called the mean normal stress. Fig. 11 shows the yield criterion in the <l-r: 

plane. The radius of Mohr's circle 01 in the figure is given by 

p"<lo COS(} • 
a= 

2 
+<l sm (} (32) 
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Because of symmetry, we may deal with the stress state only for o-<O. The as

sociated flow rule for Eqs. (29)' and (30)' provides 

e1 = 1(1-sin O) 

e2 = 1(-1-sin 0) (33) 

and 

(34) 

4.2 Velocity discontinuity 

In the section 2.3, the direction of velocity discontinuity vector was taken 
unknown in the problem concerned, whereas here it will be shown that it is a given 

parameter so far as the yield criterion (Eqs. (29)' and (30)') is employed. 
Fig. 12 shows Mohr's circle for the strain rate corresponding to the stress circle 

shown in Fig. 11. Note that the centre of the strain rate circle, in general, does not 
coincide with the origin 0, since volume constancy does not apply. It has been 

shown that the directions 0 2S1 and 0 2S2 correspond to those of a- and (3- slip lines 

respectively <sJ. When velocity discontinuity exists, the discontinuity line coincides 

with a slip line. From the figure, the shear strain rate along the discontinuity line is 

(35) 

Now, let the magnitude of the normal and tangential velocity discontinuity be 

Llvx and Llvy respectively, then we get 

(36-a) 

and 

(36-b) 

t 

Fig. 12. Strain rate circle corresponding with the stress circle in Fig. 11 
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In Eq. (36-b), fJVx/fJy is negligible compared with Jvy/b, so then fxy~Jvy/b. Further, 
since they-direction is the direction of a slip line, then ey=O. Consequently, we get 

ex= -21 sin fJ (37-a) 

(37-b) 

Equating Eq. (36-a) with Eq. (37-a), and Eq. (35) with Eq. (37-b), !Jvxl/lJvyl can be 
expressed in terms of fJ as 

(38) 

Eq. (38) shows that the velocity discontinuity vector is inclined to the discontinuity 
line at an angle fJ. 

4.3 The upper bound theorem 

Use the same notations as in section 2.3 except for those of velocity discon

tinuities Jv: and Jv;, which are respectively normal and tangential to I' .. 
Now, Eqs. (9) and (10) obviously hold, which will be written here again: 

J v(<1';i;J-<1'ii;J)dV > 0 (9) 

J s.F;v,dSe = J v<1'ii;jdV +Jr F?l(Vi1
'' -v?>')dI' - J Sp Fiv;dsF (10) 

Let <1' x and r xy be the'. normal and the shear stress components respectively of F/1'. 

They are determined from Fig. 10 as 

lrxyl = a cos o 

Since JJv:]flJv;I = tanfJ (Eq. (38)), the second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (IO) 
can be rewritten by 

f Pn<1'o = r-
2

-11v• cos fJ dI' (39) 

where Jv* is the magnitude of the velocity discontinuity given by 

Now, the yield criterion Eq. (29)' can be expressed in terms of <1'x, with <1'y and rxy 
given as 
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Considering gas a plastic potential, the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (10) 

holds an inequality 

(40) 

Combining Eqs. (10), (39) and (40) we get 

I d I i'max I pn<J'oCOS(} I 
s. F,v, s. < v-2- pn<J'o cos o dV+ r 

2 
Jv*dI'- s Fiv;dsF (41) 

The same equation is obtained for <J'>O. Eq. (41) gives an upper bound to the work 
rate of the unknown tractions acting on S,. 

5. Discussion 

Although it was first attempted to establish an upper bound theory for porous 

metals, it appeared to be difficult, if not impossible, due to work-hardening or 

-softening characteristics resulting from a volume change. Therefore, the porous 

metal concerned has been idealized such that it possesses an identical yield surface 

during deformation and throughout the deforming body. This is similar to the 

case of the conventional upper bound theory for perfectly-plastic solids when applied 

to work-hardening solids. It is thereby possible to prove an upper bound theorem 

which gives an approximate extrusion pressure for a sintered metal. 

In the velocity field shown in Fig. 4(a), a normal velocity discontinuity may 

take place also along AC. However, it was not taken into account, since such a 
discontinuity made the calculation of the energy consumption extremely difficult. 

We have derived an upper bound theorem expressed by Eq. (14) or alternatively 

by Eq. (41). Eq. (41) has an advantage over Eq. (14) when applied to the analysis 

of actual metal forming processes, e.g., plane strain extrusion [Fig. 4(a), (b)]. The 

latter involves two variables 0, or the angle which the velocity discontinuity vector 
PQ makes with PS (Fig. 4(a)) or BC (Fig. 4(b)), and </J. In the former,(} is a constant 

as expressed by, for example, Eq. (31). However, this equation gives an unreasonable 

overestimation to O. Therefore, prior to the calculation of Eq. (41) it is necessary 

to choose an appropriate (} so that it will provide a good estimation to the actual 

volume change. In employing Eq. (14), on the other hand, the volume change or Pf 

for a given p1 in plane strain extrusion is calculated by minimizing the work rate. 
A similar procedure is applied for Eq. (41), provided that (} is properly determined 

experimentally w. 

6. Conclusions 

On the basis of the plasticity theory for porous metals, an upper bound theorem 
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was proved for deformation of such an idealized porous body that possessed an 
identical yield surface for any volume element throughout the body during the 
deformation process. It was then utilized to estimate an approximate extrusion 
pressure and also the final density ratio in a plane-strain condition. It was confirmed 
that the results agree well with experimental data for sintered copper. 

This work is a part of a thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor of Engineering 
in Kyoto University. 
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